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Basics of an Air Traffic Event 
Investigation

The key to gathering and disseminating accurate factual 
information is following a systematic process. 

Event notification can occur several ways- potentially significant 
Mandatory Occurrence Report (MOR), Washington Operations 
Center (WOC) page, overheard on the Domestic Events Network 
(DEN), Quality Assurance referral, phone call, etc.   

Here are some 
examples



Potentially Significant MOR



Ø The following are some examples of the types of events for which the provisions of the FAA JO 1030.3B may be invoked. 
Note this list is not all-inclusive. If unsure whether an event might be considered significant, facilities are strongly 
encouraged to report it upwards. 

Ø (1) Significant or noteworthy aircraft accident or serious incident, any fatal accident where ATC services were provided, 
crash involving an air carrier, accident/incident involving a dignitary. 

Ø (2) Significant or noteworthy loss of separation (33 percent or less of the standard), including near mid-air collision 
(NMAC) reports and traffic alert and collision avoidance system (TCAS) resolution advisories (RA) with evasive action or lack
of positive control. 

Ø (3) Significant or noteworthy runway incursion (e.g. aircraft rotated early to avoid a crossing tug). 

Ø (4) Allegations of reckless operation (e.g. low-flying civilian/military aircraft, personnel performance). 

Ø (5) Loss of aircraft and/or air traffic critical systems (e.g. simultaneous or overlapping primary and backup equipment 
outages). 

Ø (6) Simultaneous loss of radar and communications with IFR aircraft or with VFR aircraft being provided flight following 
services. 

Ø (7) Loss of facility operational capability, as defined in FAA Order JO 1900.47, Air Traffic Organization Operational 
Contingency Plan. 

Ø (8) Severe turbulence where serious injuries or structural damage is reported. 

Ø (9) Long duration delays for aircraft with passengers that exceed three hours for domestic flights or four hours for 
international flights between cabin door closure and takeoff, or between landing and cabin door opening to allow 
passenger deplaning (Tarmac-3 or Tarmac-4). 

Ø (10) Occurrence that generates or could generate high interest from regional or national news media, Congress, the 
Department of Transportation (DOT), or other government agencies such as the NTSB, OIG, or GAO 

Potentially Significant MOR



WOC page



Quality Assurance Referral



ØDate/time of the event
ØTraining in progress?
ØInvolved aircraft

• Make sure call sign and type aircraft match what is on Falcon or in the 
narrative

ØInvolved positions
• Useful for knowing what audio to pull when making a Falcon replay

ØTCAS RA?
ØEvent summary

• Review along with audio and Falcon replay
• Does the narrative match what you’re seeing/hearing?
• Is the narrative telling the full story?

• Sometimes something that reads as insignificant ends up being 
major.

What information is missing that you need to get from QCG or 
the facility?

Review the MOR



Contact appropriate QCG 
specialist/Facility

Ø What has the QCG specialist found outside of what is in the 
MOR?
• What additional information do you need to paint an accurate 

picture? What do you anticipate senior leadership wanting or 
needing to know?

Ø If need be, contact the facility so that you can ask questions 
directly.



Columbia Metropolitan Event



Potentially Significant MOR



MOR Received
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Summarize the Event
Columbia (CAE) ATCT – Thursday, March 5, 2015 at 6:40 
p.m. EST: (Acey) ASQ5224/CRJ2 was inbound on the ILS approach 
to Runway 11. The Ground Control (GC) controller mistakenly taxied 
(Bank Air) BKA732/LJ35 to Runway 29. The Local Control (LC) 
controller cleared BKA732 for takeoff from Runway 11 with a left turn 
heading 050 degrees and issued traffic on the CRJ2 now on a seven 
mile final. BKA732 questioned the heading but did not question the 
runway assignment. The LC controller confirmed the heading and 
BKA732 departed Runway 29 when ASQ5224 was on a 3.5 mile final 
for Runway 11. The LC controller recognized the conflict once BKA732 
was airborne and issued ASQ5224 a climb clearance to 4,000 feet and 
go around instructions. The LC controller then issued ASQ5224 a 
right turn to a 180 heading and issued BKA732 a right turn to a 360 
heading. Traffic was then exchanged between the aircraft. The 
closest proximity was 0.29 miles and 100 feet.



Still have questions? 

Let’s perform a Services Rendered Telephone Conference 
(SRT)
Ø What was the staffing?
Ø Traffic volume and complexity?
Ø Weather?
Ø Obstruction to vision or distractions?
Ø Equipment functioning properly?
Ø Did controller visually acquire the departure prior to 

issuing the clearance?



PLENARY SESSION
Please join us for the plenary session. You will find the link 
in the chat box.
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SRT Findings

Ø CAE facility management provided a briefing of the event 
that included a review of voice recordings for the Local 
Control (LC) and Ground Control (GC) positions.

Ø Staffing in the Tower included a LC controller and a GC 
controller (combined with CIC). The FLM in the facility was 
monitoring operations in the radar room. Traffic was 
described as light, and there were no reported distractions 
in the tower. 

Ø The reported weather from ten minutes after the incident 
was; wind 010 at 9 knots, visibility 9 miles with light rain, 
ceilings broken at 800 feet and overcast at 1,500 feet.

Ø The facility briefed that there were no obstructions to 
visibility from the tower to the runway environment and no 
anomalies with the tower radar display.

A Services Rendered TELCON was conducted and the event 
was color-coded Yellow with an Event Response Team launch.



Ø The facility briefed that when the controller 
assumed the GC position, Runway 29 was the 
active runway. The airport configuration was 
changed while the controller was on the GC 
position

Ø The GC controller then prepared two 
consecutive ATIS broadcast that both 
advertised Runway 11 and 5 as the active 
runways. When the GC controller issued 
BKA732 taxi clearance to runway 29, the pilot 
did not read-back the assigned runway

Ø BKA732 subsequently taxied to Runway 29 
and contacted the LC controller for 
takeoff. ASQ5224 reported inbound on the 
approach and was cleared to land Runway 11 
by LC.

Ø After ASQ5224 read back his landing 
clearance, the LC controller cleared BKA732 
for take-off, Runway 11. BKA732 read back the 
takeoff clearance but did not specify the 
departure runway

Ø BKA732 became airborne and was in immediate 
conflict with the opposite direction traffic 

Ø The LC controller recognized the conflict once 
BKA732 was airborne and instructed ASQ5224 
to initiate a go-around

Ø The LC controller provided multiple vectors to 
both aircraft in an attempt to increase 
separation

Ø The LC controller then called the radar room to 
advise of ASQ5224 going around, and to pass 
the heading assigned to BKA732 

SRT Findings



SRT Findings

ØThe flight crew from ASQ5224 contacted CAE tower later that 
day to discuss the event.

ØThe pilot advised the facility they would be filing an ASAP 
report.

ØCAE management conducted an SSR of the event and will 
train the facility on lessons-learned



QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
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THANK YOU


